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Welcome to topic number 400… This is a special segment, as we 
will give a very short summary of every one of our 60 stories, 

written by our creator, Arthur Conan Doyle.  Thanks so much to 
Alexis Barquin and the Arthur Conan Doyle Encyclopedia for use 

of their summary texts for this lesson..



In 1881, Watson, a former doctor with the 5th Northumberland Fusiliers Regiment, returns to London after being injured at the battle of Maiwand
during the 2nd Afghanistan war.  With an income of only 9 shillings and 6 pence per day, he quickly finds himself out of money and decides to seek 

cheaper housing. 

One day at the Criterion Restaurant he meets Stamford, with whom he used to work at St Bartholomew Hospital, and shares his plans. Stamford 
tells him he knows someone from the chemistry laboratory who has been complaining about having trouble finding a roommate. Watson is 

interested and so meets me. 

After a brief discussion on our respective habits, we agree to share an apartment, 221B Baker Street, owned by a landlady, Mrs. Hudson. Our 
cohabitation begins peacefully. I am easygoing, although very discreet about myself and a bit eccentric. Watson observes me, making a list of my 

areas of knowledge and ignorance, but is unable to determine my profession. (continued)

1.  A Study in Scarlet



(Study cont.) One day, Watson reads an article by me about the science of deduction. At first unconvinced by my theories, Watson is won over when I 
give a demonstration of my methods. Eventually I reveal my occupation to Watson -- Consulting Detective. Soon after, I receive a telegram from 

Gregson, a Scotland Yard detective, requesting my help with the mysterious death of Enoch Drebber. 

There is blood on the floor of the empty house where Drebber was found, but the victim has been poisoned and has no injuries. I decide to join 
Gregson and Lestrade at the crime scene in Brixton. Accompanied by Watson, we examine first the area around the house, where I find fresh cab 

prints, and then the crime scene itself. 

A wedding ring and a book belonging to a certain Stangerson is found on the body, and the word "Rache" written in letters of blood is seen on the 
wall in a corner of the room. The next morning, we are visited by Gregson, claiming he has found the murderer, the brother of a woman whom 

Drebber had attempted to assault.  (continued) 

1.  A Study in Scarlet



(Study cont.) But Lestrade rushes in immediately after Gregson, announcing Stangerson was just found and had been murdered as well. Stangerson
had been stabbed in the hotel room where he had been hiding since Drebber's murder. The word "Rache" was again written on a wall. A telegram 

saying, "J.H. is in Europe" was found on the corpse, and a small box with two pills in it was found on the windowsill. 

Holmes jumps for joy, announcing that he has solved the case. He gives the pills one at a time to an old dog; the first pill does him nothing, but the 
second kills him. Then, Wiggins, the leader of the Baker Street Irregulars, comes and warns Holmes that the cab Holmes had wanted is downstairs. 

Holmes has the cab driver come upstairs and promptly handcuffs him. 

Then he presents him to the police officers as Jefferson Hope, the murderer of Drebber and Stangerson. Hope, who hasn't got long to live due to an 
aneurysm, tells his story. It goes back to 1847. In the Sierra Blanco, a plain of the USA. A man, John Ferrier, and a little girl, the only survivors of a 

group of migrants lost in the desert, were saved from certain death by a caravan of Mormons. (continued)

1.  A Study in Scarlet



(Study cont.)  John Ferrier and little Lucy, whom he decided to adopt, agreed to convert to the religion of their rescuers and settle in the town 
founded by the members of the caravan, Salt Lake City.  Over the years, his farm was prosperous and Lucy became a pretty young woman. She met a 

young man named Jefferson Hope, a non-Mormon.  They became engaged and agreed to marry after his return from a business trip. 

But while he was away, community leaders told Lucy to choose a Mormon husband, Stangerson or Drebber. As the threats became more urgent, an 
escape was planned for the last day of the ultimatum. Unfortunately, the attempt failed. John Ferrier was killed and Lucy was married to Drebber, 

but she died of grief a month later.  On the burial day, Hope appeared and tore the wedding ring off Lucy's hand. 

He swore to devote his life to avenging her death. When Drebber and Stangerson left Salt Lake City, he hunted them down across the USA and even 
followed them in Europe. He took a job as a cab driver and managed to take Drebber to the empty apartment without being recognized. Then 

revealing himself, he forced Drebber to choose between two pills, one poisoned and the other innocuous.  (continued) 

1.  A Study in Scarlet



(Study cont.) Drebber would take one and Hope would swallow the second, and God would make the choice as to who lives and who dies.  Hope, 
whose nose bled from the excitement, wrote the word "Rache" on the wall with his blood in an attempt to lead the police in the wrong direction. 

Realizing that he has left Lucy's ring behind, he returned to search for it but found the crime scene already occupied by a police officer. 

A few days later, breaking in Stangerson's room, Hope presented him with the choice of pills, but Stangerson threw himself at Hope and Hope killed 
him in the fight.  Hope died of his aneurysm the night before his trial was to begin. Holmes later explains to Watson how he had deduced the 

identity of the murderer and how he had used the Irregulars in finding the cabbie. 

When he shows Watson the papers, in which Gregson and Lestrade are given credit for solving the crime, Watson determines to set the record 
straight. 

1.  A Study in Scarlet



Mary Morstan arrives at 221b Baker Street to consult with Holmes.  According to Mary, in December 1878, her father had telegraphed her upon his 
safe return from India and requested her to meet him at the Langham Hotel in London. When Mary arrived at the hotel, she was told her father had 

gone out the previous night and not returned. 

Despite all efforts, no trace has ever been found of him. Mary contacted her father's only friend who was in the same regiment and had since retired 
to England, one Major John Sholto, but he denied knowing her father had returned.  The second puzzle is that she has received six pearls in the mail 

from an anonymous benefactor, one per year since 1882 after answering an anonymous newspaper query inquiring for her. 

With the last pearl, she received a letter remarking she has been wronged and asking for a meeting. Holmes takes the case and soon discovers 
Major Sholto had died in 1882 and within a short span of time Mary began to receive the pearls, implying a connection. The only clue Mary can give 

Holmes is a map of a fortress found in her father's desk with the names of Small, Singh, Khan and Akbar. (continued)

2.  The Sign of Four



(Sign cont)  Holmes, Mary, and I meet Thaddeus Sholto, the son of the late Major Sholto and the anonymous sender of the pearls. Thaddeus confirms 
the Major had seen Mary's father the night he died; they had arranged a meeting to divide a priceless treasure Sholto had brought home from India.  

While quarreling over the treasure, Captain Morstan, long in weak health, suffered a heart attack. 

Not wanting to bring attention to the object of the quarrel, and also worried that circumstances would suggest that he had killed Morstan in an 
argument, particularly since Morstan's head struck a table as he fell, Sholto disposed of the body and hid the treasure. However, he himself suffered 

from poor health and an enlarged spleen (possibly due to malaria, as a quinine bottle stands by his bed).  

His own health became worse when he received a letter from India in early 1882. Dying, he called his two sons and confessed to Morstan's death 
and was about to divulge the location of the treasure when he suddenly cried, "Keep him out!“ before falling back and dying. The puzzled sons 

glimpsed a face in the window, but the only trace was a single footstep in the dirt. (continued)

2.  The Sign of Four



(Sign cont.)  On their father's body is a note reading "The Sign of Four".  Both brothers quarreled over whether a legacy should be left to Mary 
Morstan, and Thaddeus left his brother Bartholomew, taking a chaplet and sending its pearls to Mary. The reason he sent the letter is that 

Bartholomew has found the treasure and possibly Thaddeus and Mary might confront him for a division of it. 

Bartholomew is found dead in his home from a poison dart and the treasure is missing. While the police wrongly take Thaddeus in as a suspect, 
Holmes deduces that there are two persons involved in the murder: a one-legged man, Jonathan Small, as well as another "small" accomplice. He 

traces them to a boat landing where Small has hired a steam launch named the Aurora. 

With the help of dog Toby that Holmes sent me to collect from Mr Sherman, the Baker Street Irregulars and his own disguise, Holmes traces the 
steam launch. In a police steam launch, Holmes and I chase the Aurora and capture it, but in the process end up killing the "small" companion after 

he attempts to kill Holmes with a poisoned dart shot from a blow-pipe.  (continued)

2.  The Sign of Four



(Sign cont.)  Small tries to escape but is captured. However, the iron box is empty; Small claims to have dumped the treasure over the side during the 
chase. Small confesses years before he was a soldier of the Third Buffs in India and lost his right leg in a swimming accident to a crocodile. After 

some time, while working on a tea plantation, the Indian Rebellion of 1857 occurred and he was forced to flee for his life to the Agra fortress. 

While standing guard one night he was overpowered by two Sikh troopers who gave him a choice of being killed or being an accomplice to 
waylaying a disguised servant of a Rajah who sent the servant with a valuable fortune in pearls and jewels to the British for safekeeping. The 

robbery and murder took place and the crime was discovered, although the jewels were not. 

Small got penal servitude on the Andaman Islands, and after twenty years he overheard that John Sholto had lost money gambling. Small saw his 
chance and made a deal with Sholto and Arthur Morstan: Sholto would recover the treasure and in return send a boat to pick up Small and the 

Sikhs.  (continued)

2.  The Sign of Four



(Sign cont.) Sholto double-crossed both Morstan and Small and stole the treasure for himself. Small vowed vengeance and escaped the Andaman 
Islands with an islander named Tonga. 

It was the news of his escape that shocked Sholto into his fatal illness. Small arrived too late to hear of the treasure's location but left the note which 
referred to the name of the pact between himself and his three Sikh accomplices. When Bartholomew found the treasure, Small planned to only 

steal it but claims a miscommunication led Tonga to kill Bartholomew as well. 

Mary Morstan is left without the bulk of the Agra treasure, although she will apparently receive the rest of the Chaplet. I fall in love with Mary, and 
it is revealed at the end that I proposed to her and she has accepted.

2.  The Sign of Four



Dr. James Mortimer asks me for advice following the death of his friend, Sir Charles Baskerville. Sir Charles was found dead on the grounds of his 
Devonshire estate, Baskerville Hall. Mortimer now fears for Sir Charles's nephew and sole heir, Sir Henry Baskerville, who is the new master of 

Baskerville Hall. 

The death was attributed to a heart attack, but Mortimer is suspicious, because Sir Charles died with an expression of horror on his face, and 
Mortimer noticed "the footprints of a gigantic hound" about 50 yards from where Sir Charles lay dead.  The Baskerville family has supposedly been 

under a curse since the era of the English Civil War. 

Ancestor Hugo Baskerville allegedly offered his soul to the devil for help in abducting a woman and was reportedly killed by a giant spectral hound. 
Sir Charles believed in the curse and was apparently fleeing from something in fright when he died. Intrigued, I meet with Sir Henry, newly arrived 

from Canada. (continued)

3.  The Hound of the Baskervilles



(Hound cont.) Sir Henry has received an anonymous note, cut and pasted from newsprint, warning him away from the Baskerville moors, and one of 
his new boots is inexplicably missing from his London hotel room.  The Baskerville family is discussed: Sir Charles was the eldest of three brothers; 

the youngest, black sheep Rodger, is believed to have died childless in South America, while Sir Henry is the only child of the middle brother. 

Sir Henry plans to move into Baskerville Hall, despite the ominous warning message.  Watson and I follow him from our Baker Street apartment 
back to his hotel and notice a bearded man following him in a cab; we pursue the man, but he escapes. Mortimer tells us Barrymore, the butler at 

Baskerville Hall, has a beard like the one on the stranger. Sir Henry's boot reappears, but an older one vanishes. 

I send for the cab driver who shuttled the bearded man after Henry, and I am amused to learn the stranger had made a point of giving his name as 
'Sherlock Holmes' to the cabbie. I, now even more interested in the Baskerville affair but held up with other cases, dispatch Watson to accompany Sir 

Henry to Baskerville Hall with instructions to send me frequent reports about the house, grounds, and neighbours. (continued)

3.  The Hound of the Baskervilles



(Hound cont.) Upon arrival at the grand but austere Baskerville estate, Watson and Sir Henry learn that an escaped murderer named Selden is 
believed to be in the area.  Barrymore and his wife, who also works at Baskerville Hall, wish to leave the estate soon.  Watson hears a woman crying 

in the night; it is obvious to him that it was Mrs. Barrymore, but her husband denies it.  

Watson can find no proof that Barrymore was in Devon on the day of the chase in London. He meets a brother and sister who live nearby: Mr
Stapleton, a naturalist, and the beautiful Miss Stapleton. When an animal sound is heard, Stapleton is quick to dismiss it as unrelated to the 

legendary hound. 

When her brother is out of earshot, Miss Stapleton mistakes Watson for Sir Henry and warns him to leave. She and Sir Henry later meet and quickly 
fall in love, arousing Stapleton's anger; he later apologises and invites Sir Henry to dine with him a few days later. Barrymore arouses further 

suspicion when Watson and Sir Henry catch him at night with a candle in an empty room.  (continued)

3.  The Hound of the Baskervilles



(Hound cont.) Barrymore refuses to answer their questions, but Mrs. Barrymore confesses that Selden is her brother, and her husband is signaling 
that they have left supplies for him. Watson and Sir Henry pursue Selden on the moor, but he eludes them, while Watson notices another man on a 

nearby tor. 

After an agreement is reached to allow Selden to flee the country, Barrymore reveals the contents of an incompletely burnt letter asking Sir Charles 
to be at the gate at the time of his death.  It was signed with the initials L.L.; on Mortimer's advice, Watson questions a Laura Lyons, who admits to 

writing the letter in hopes that Sir Charles would help finance her divorce, but says she did not keep the appointment. 

Watson tracks the second man he saw in the area and discovers it to be me, investigating independently in hopes of a faster resolution. I reveal 
further: Stapleton is actually married to the supposed Miss Stapleton, and he promised marriage to Laura Lyons to get her cooperation.  We hear a 

scream and discover the body of Selden, dead from a fall. We initially mistake him for Sir Henry, whose old clothes he was wearing.  (continued)

3.  The Hound of the Baskervilles



(Hound cont.)   At Baskerville Hall, I notice a resemblance between Stapleton and a portrait of Hugo Baskerville. I realize Stapleton could be an 
unknown Baskerville family member, seeking to claim the Baskerville wealth by eliminating his relatives. 

Accompanied by Inspector Lestrade, whom I have summoned, we Watson travel to the Stapleton home, where Sir Henry is dining. We rescue him 
from a hound Stapleton releases while Sir Henry is walking home across the moor. 

Shooting the animal dead in the struggle, I reveal it was a perfectly mortal dog - a mix of bloodhound and mastiff, painted with phosphorus to give 
it a hellish appearance. We find Miss Stapleton bound and gagged inside the house, while Stapleton apparently dies in an attempt to reach his 

hideout in a nearby mine located at the heart of the Grimpen Mire.  (continued)

3.  The Hound of the Baskervilles



(Hound cont.)  We also find Sir Henry's boot, which was used to give the hound Sir Henry's scent.  Weeks later, I provide Watson with additional 
details about the case. Stapleton was, in fact, Rodger Baskerville's son, also named Rodger. 

His now-widow is a South American woman, the former Beryl Garcia. He supported himself through crime for many years, before learning that he 
could inherit a fortune by murdering his uncle and cousin.  Stapleton had taken Sir Henry's old boot because the new, unworn boot lacked his scent. 

The hound had pursued Selden to his death because of the scent on Sir Henry's old clothes. Mrs Stapleton had disavowed her husband's plot, so he 
had imprisoned her to prevent her from interfering.  The story ends with us leaving to see the opera Les Huguenots starring Jean de Reszke.

3.  The Hound of the Baskervilles



Holmes receives a cipher message from Fred Porlock, a pseudonymous agent of Professor Moriarty. After Porlock sends the message, however, he 
changes his mind for fear of Moriarty's discovering that he is a traitor. He decides not to send the key to the cipher, but he sends Holmes a note 

telling of this decision. 

From the cipher message and the second note, Holmes is able to deduce that it is a book-cipher and that the book used for the encryption is a 
common book, large (with at least 534 pages), printed in two columns per page, and standardised. An almanac fits these conditions exactly. Holmes 

tries the latest edition of Whitaker's Almanac, which he had only received a few days earlier, and fails; he then tries the previous edition. 

With this almanac, Holmes is able to decipher the message as a warning that "some devilry is intended against one "Douglas", a country gentleman 
residing at Birlstone House. Some minutes later, Inspector Macdonald arrives at Baker Street with news that a Mr. John Douglas of Birlstone Manor 

House, Birlstone, Sussex, has been murdered. (continued)

4.  The Valley of Fear



(Valley cont.)   Holmes tells MacDonald of Porlock's warning, suggesting Moriarty's involvement. However, MacDonald does not fully believe that 
the educated and well-respected Moriarty is a criminal.  We travel to Birlstone House, an ancient moated manor house, to investigate the crime.  

Douglas had been murdered the evening before. 

Cecil Barker, a frequent guest at Birlstone House, had been in his room at half-past eleven when he heard the report of a gun, according to his 
testimony.  He had rushed down to find Douglas lying in the center of the room nearest the front door of the house, a sawed-off shotgun lying across 

his chest. He had been shot at close range: receiving the full charge of the shotgun in the face, his head was blown 'almost to pieces’. 

Barker had rushed to the village police station and notified Sergeant Wilson, who was in charge of the station. Wilson followed Barker to the house 
after notifying the county authorities.  The sergeant had begun investigating immediately. Barker drew his attention to the open window, and to a 

smudge of blood like the mark of a boot-sole upon the window sill.  (continued)

4.  The Valley of Fear



(Valley cont.)  The drawbridge over the moat had been raised at 6:00 pm. Barker speculated the murderer had entered by the drawbridge before 
that time, hid in the room, and left by the window directly after killing Douglas. The moat was only a few feet deep, and could be easily crossed.  

Sergeant Wilson found a card beside the corpse with the initials "V.V." and the number 341 beneath them. 

Muddy boot-prints were found behind the curtains, bearing out Barker's theory. On the murdered man's forearm was a curious design, a triangle 
within a circle; it was not a tattoo, but a brand. This mark had been noticed many times before upon John Douglas's forearm. Douglas' wedding ring 

appeared to have been taken from his hand. The chief Sussex detective, White Mason, had arrived at Birlstone House by 3:00 in the morning. 

By 5:45, he had sent for Scotland Yard. Inspector Alec MacDonald took the case, and notified Holmes because he thought Holmes would be 
interested. By noon, we meet White Mason in Birlstone.  Holmes, MacDonald, and White Mason go to the scene of the murder. They discuss the 

case, agreeing that suicide is out of the question, and someone from outside the house committed the murder.  (continued)

4.  The Valley of Fear



(Valley cont.) Barker says he believes a secret society of men pursued Douglas, and Douglas retreated to rural England out of fear for his life. Mr. 
Douglas married after arriving in England five years earlier. His first wife had died of typhoid. Douglas met and worked with Cecil Barker in America, 

before departing for Europe. 

Some episode of Douglas's life in America caused the fear for his life, and Mrs. Douglas said her husband mentioned something called "The Valley of 
Fear".  By studying Barker's slippers, Holmes determines Barker's shoe made the mark on the window, to give the appearance that someone exited 

that way. In their lodgings, Holmes tells me Cecil Barker and Mrs. Douglas are certainly lying: the events as they tell them would be impossible. 

Moreover, Holmes learns the housekeeper heard a sound, as if of a door slamming, 1/2 hour before the alarm; Holmes believes this sound was the 
fatal shot. Mason, the Sussex detective, and MacDonald track a bicycle found on the grounds of the house to an American staying at a guest house. 

The American appears to be the murderer, but there is no sign of the man. (continued)

4.  The Valley of Fear



(Valley cont.)  Holmes asks MacDonald to write to Cecil Barker, telling him the police intend to search the moat the next day. That night Holmes, 
MacDonald White Mason, and myself lie in wait outside Birlstone Manor and see Cecil Barker fish something out of the moat. We rush Cecil and 

discover the bundle from the moat contains the clothes of the missing American connected with the bicycle. 

Barker refuses to explain the situation. At that moment, Mr. Douglas appears, alive and well. He hands me a written account called "The Valley of 
Fear", which explains why he feared for his life. Douglas explains he had spotted an enemy of his, Ted Baldwin, in the area and expected an attack. 

When Baldwin attempted to shoot Douglas in his study, Douglas grabbed the gun and, in the struggle, Baldwin was shot in the face.  

With Cecil's help, Douglas dressed the man in his own clothes, except for Douglas's wedding ring, to deceive the secret society which he and Baldwin 
had belonged to, since both arms bore the society's mark. Cecil and Mrs. Douglas had covered for Douglas who had been hiding in a secret 

compartment in the room where the shooting occurred. (continued)

4.  The Valley of Fear



(Valley cont.) In an interview with me, Douglas explains his real name was Birdy Edwards and he had been a Pinkerton detective in Chicago. 
Edwards had infiltrated a murderous gang, known by locals as the Scowrers, in Vermissa Valley (a.k.a. the Valley of Fear) and brought them to 

justice. Afterwards, the criminals attempted to kill him, after being released from jail.  

Hounded, Douglas had run to England, where he met and married his second wife. Holmes urges Douglas to leave England and warns that a new 
threat now hangs over him. Douglas takes this advice, but shortly after Holmes learns that Douglas was lost overboard on the vessel to Africa. 

Holmes believes Moriarty was responsible for ending Douglas' life. 

Holmes wants to bring Moriarty down, but warns Barker and me it will take some time to achieve.  (continued)

4.  The Valley of Fear



Publish Date Chronological Date
1 STUD A Study in Scarlet Beeton's Christmas Annual, London: Ward, Lock & Co. 1887 Fri, Mar 4 – Mon, Mar 7, 1881
2 SIGN The Sign of Four Philadelphia: Lippincott's Monthly Magazine, February, 1890 Tue, Sep 18 – Fri, Sep 21, 1888

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes London: George Newnes, Limited 1892
1 SCAN A Scandal in Bohemia The Strand Magazine, Jul 1891 Fri, May 20 – Sun, May 22, 1887
2 REDH The Red-Headed League The Strand Magazine, Aug 1891 Sat, Oct 29 – Sun, Oct, 30, 1887
3 IDEN A Case of Identity The Strand Magazine, Sep 1891 Tue, Oct 18 – Wed, Oct 19, 1887
4 BOSC The Boscombe Valley Mystery The Strand Magazine, Oct 1891 Sat, Jun 8 -- Sun, Jun 9, 1889
5 FIVE The Adventure of the Five Orange Pips The Strand Magazine, Nov 1891 Thu, Sep 29 – Fri, Sep 30, 1887
6 TWIS The Man with the Twisted Lip The Strand Magazine, Dec 1891 Sat, Jun 18 – Sun, Jun 19, 1887
7 BLUE The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle The Strand Magazine, Jan 1892 Tue, Dec 27, 1887
8 SPEC The Adventure of the Speckled Band The Strand Magazine, Feb 1892 Fri, Apr 6, 1883
9 ENGR The Adventure of the Engineer's Thumb The Strand Magazine, Mar 1892 Sat, Sep 7 – Sun, Sep 8, 1889

10 NOBL The Adventure of the Noble Bachelor The Strand Magazine, Apr 1892 Fri, Oct 8, 1886
11 BERY The Adventure of the Beryl Coronet The Strand Magazine, May 1892 Fri, Dec 19 – Sat, Dec 20, 1890
12 COPP The Adventure of the Copper Beeches The Strand Magazine, Jun 1892 Fri, Apr 5 – Sat, Apr 20, 1889

The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes London, George Newnes, Limited 1894
1 SILV The Adventure of Silver Blaze The Strand Magazine, Dec 1892 Thu, Sep 25 and Tue, Sep 30, 1890
2 CARD The Adventure of the Cardboard Box The Strand Magazine, Jan 1893 Sat, Aug 31 – Mon, Sep 2, 1889
3 YELL The Adventure of the Yellow Face The Strand Magazine, Feb 1893 Sat, Apr 7, 1888
4 STOC The Adventure of the Stockbroker's Clerk The Strand Magazine, Mar 1893 Sat, Jun 15, 1889
5 GLOR The Adventure of the Gloria Scott The Strand Magazine, Apr 1893 Sun, Jul 12 – Tue, Aug 4 & Tue, Sep 22, 1874
6 MUSG The Adventure of the Musgrave Ritual The Strand Magazine, May 1893 Thu, Oct 2, 1879
7 REIG The Adventure of the Reigate Squire The Strand Magazine, Jun 1893 Thu, Apr 14 – Tue, Apr 26, 1887
8 CROO The Adventure of the Crooked Man The Strand Magazine, Jul 1893 Wed, Sep 11 – Thu, Sep 12, 1889
9 RESI The Adventure of the Resident Patient The Strand Magazine, Aug 1893 Wed, Oct 6 – Thu, Oct 7, 1886

10 GREE The Adventure of the Greek Interpreter The Strand Magazine, Sep 1893 Wed, Sep 12, 1888
11 NAVA The Adventure of the Naval Treaty The Strand Magazine, Oct-Nov 1893 Tue, Jul 30 – Thu, Aug 1, 1889
12 FINA The Final Problem The Strand Magazine, Dec 1893 Fri, Apr 24 – Mon, May 4, 1891
3 HOUN The Hound of the Baskervilles The Strand Magazine, Aug 1901 – April, 1902 Tue, Sep 25 – Sat, Oct 20, 1888

The Return of Sherlock Holmes London, George Newnes, Ltd 1905
1 EMPT The Adventure of the Empty House The Strand Magazine, Oct 1903 Thu, Apr 5, 1894
2 NORW The Adventure of the Norwood Builder The Strand Magazine, Nov, 1903 Tue, Aug 20 – Wed, Aug 21, 1895
3 DANC The Adventure of the Dancing Men The Strand Magazine, Dec 1903 Wed, Jul 27 – Wed, Aug 10 & Sat, Aug 13, 1898



Publish Date Chronological Date
4 SOLI The Adventure of the Solitary Cyclist The Strand Magazine, Jan 1904 Sat, Apr 13 – Sat, Apr 20, 1895
5 PRIO The Adventure of the Priory School The Strand Magazine, Feb 1904 Thu, May 16 – Sat, May 18, 1901
6 BLAC The Adventure of Black Peter The Strand Magazine, Mar 1904 Wed, Jul 3 – Fri, Jul 5, 1895
7 CHAS The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton The Strand Magazine, Apr 1904 Thu, Jan 5 – Sat, Jan 14, 1899
8 SIXN The Adventure of the Six Napoleons The Strand Magazine, May 1904 Fri, Jun 8 – Sun, Jun 10, 1900
9 3STU The Adventure of the Three Students The Strand Magazine, Jun 1904 Fri, Apr 5 – Sat, Apr 6, 1895

10 GOLD The Adventure of the Golden Pince-Nez The Strand Magazine, Jul 1904 Wed, Nov 14 – Thu, Nov 15, 1894
11 MISS The Adventure of the Missing Three-Quarter The Strand Magazine, Aug 1904 Tue, Dec 8 – Thu, Dec 10, 1896
12 ABBE The Adventure of the Abbey Grange The Strand Magazine, Sep 1904 Sat, Jan 23, 1897
13 SECO The Adventure of the Second Stain The Strand Magazine, Dec 1904 Tue, Oct 12 – Fri, Oct 15, 1886

His Last Bow London: John Murray, 1917
1 WIST The Adventure of Wisteria Lodge The Strand Magazine, Sep & Oct 1908 Mon, Mar 24 – Sat, Mar 29, 1890
2 BRUC The Adventure of the Bruce-Partington Plans The Strand Magazine, Dec 1908 Thu, Nov 21 – Sat, Nov 23, 1895
3 DEVI The Adventure of the Devil's Foot The Strand Magazine, Dec 1910 Tue, Mar 16 – Sat, Mar 20, 1897
4 REDC The Adventure of the Red Circle The Strand Magazine, Mar-Apr 1911 Wed, Sep 24 – Thu, Sep 25, 1902
5 LADY Disappearance of Lady Frances Carfax The Strand Magazine, Dec 1911 Tue, Jul 1 – Fri, Jul 18, 1902
6 DYIN The Adventure of the Dying Detective The Strand Magazine, Dec 1913 Sat, Nov 19, 1887
7 LAST His Last Bow: The War Service of Sherlock Holmes The Strand Magazine, Sep 1917 Sun, Aug 2, 1914
4 VALL The Valley of Fear The Strand Magazine, Sep – Dec 1914 Sat, Jan 7 – Sun, Jan 8, 1888

Casebook of Sherlock Holmes London: John Murray 1927
1 MAZA The Adventure of the Mazarin Stone The Strand Magazine, Oct 1921 Summer, 1903 (one day)
2 THOR The Problem of Thor Bridge The Strand Magazine, Feb-Mar 1922 Thu, Oct 4 – Fri, Oct 5, 1900
3 CREE The Adventure of the Creeping Man The Strand Magazine, Mar 1923 Sun, Sep 6 – Mon, Sep 14 & Tue, Sep 22, 1903
4 SUSS The Adventure of the Sussex Vampire The Strand Magazine, Jan 1924 Thu, Nov 19 – Sat, Nov 21, 1896
5 3GAR The Adventure of the Three Garridebs The Strand Magazine, Jan 1925 Thu, Jun 26 – Fri, Jun 27, 1902
6 ILLU The Adventure of the Illustrious Client The Strand Magazine, Feb-Mar 1925 Wed, Sep 3 – Tue, Sep 16, 1902
7 3GAB The Adventure of the Three Gables The Strand Magazine, Oct 1926 Tue, May 26 – Wed, May 27, 1903
8 BLAN The Adventure of the Blanched Soldier The Strand Magazine, Nov 1926 Wed, Jan 7 – Mon, Jan 12, 1903
9 LION The Adventure of the Lion's Mane The Strand Magazine, Dec 1926 Tue, Jul 27 – Thu, Aug 3, 1909

10 RETI The Adventure of the Retired Colourman The Strand Magazine, Jan 1927 Thu, Jul 28 – Sat, Jul 30, 1898
11 VEIL The Adventure of the Veiled Lodger The Strand Magazine, Feb 1927 Oct, 1896 (one day)
12 SHOS The Adventure of Shoscombe Old Place The Strand Magazine, Apr 1927 Tue, May 6 – Wed, May 7, 1902



Yes, but we’ll be back 
with another topic 

soon…
So we have completed 

topic 400a in our series… 



Original Source Material for this topic:

1) The Arthur Conan Doyle Encyclopedia:  http://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com
2) The Sherlock Holmes Chronology:  http://www.diogenes-

club.com/hoybaringgould.htm

http://www.arthur-conan-doyle.com/
http://www.diogenes-club.com/hoybaringgould.htm
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